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ABSTRACT: This paper details about various methods prevailing in literature for efficient discovery of matching dependencies. The concept of matching dependencies (MDs) has recently been proposed for specifying matching rules for object identification. Similar to the functional dependencies with conditions, MDs can also be applied to various data quality applications such as detecting the violations of integrity constraints. The problem of discovering similarity constraints for matching dependencies from a given database instance is taken into consideration. This survey would promote a lot of research in the area of information mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Need for publishing sensitive data to public has grown extravagantly during recent years. Recent days have seen a steep rise in preserving data quality in the database community due to the huge amount of “dirty” data originated from different. These data often contain duplicates, inconsistencies and conflicts, due to various mistakes of men and machines. In addition to the cost of dealing with the huge volume of data, manually detecting and removing “dirty” data is definitely out of practice because human proposed cleaning methods may introduce inconsistencies again. Therefore, data dependencies, which have been widely used in the relational database design to set up the integrity constraints. Hence protecting privacy of individuals and ensuring utility of social network data as well becomes a challenging and interesting research topic. In this paper we have made an investigation on the attacks by matching dependencies and possible solutions proposed in literature and efficiency of the same.

II. DISCOVERING MATCHING DEPENDENCIES

For identifying the abuse of integrity constraints and identification of duplicate objects, these data quality applications has been proposed as matching dependencies (MDs). The author studied the problem of identifying database instance. Firstly, they define the measures, support and confidence in order to evaluate the usage of MDs in the provided database instance. The discovery of MDs with particular usage requirements of support and confidence is also studied. Finally, the efficiency of the proposal methods is been evaluated experimentally.

III. DIFFERENTIAL DEPENDENCIES: REASONING AND DISCOVERY

In this paper, the author proposed a new algorithm known as differential dependencies (DDs) that specifies limitations on difference called differential functions. Among the various kinds of data’s like numerical values or text values, the importance of difference semantics is recently identified for declaring dependencies. A DDs shows that, if two tuples have distances on attributes X accepting with a particular differential functions on Y.
In this article, the author addresses various theoretical issues of differential dependencies. Then the author investigated the problem of how to discover DDs and differential keys from a provided dataset. The author demonstrated the discovery performance and the effectiveness of DDS in various real-world applications.

IV. ON DATA DEPENDENCIES IN DATA SPACES

In this paper the author defined common dependencies called a comparable dependency (CDs) that specifies the constraints on comparable attributes of data dependencies. This CDs overall covers the semantics of a huge class of dependencies in databases including FDs, metric FDs, MDs. Because, for the heterogeneous data in dataspaces called validation problem is to find whether a dependency holds in a data instance.

V. LEVERAGING MATCHING DEPENDENCIES FOR GUIDED USER FEEDBACK IN LINKED DATA APPLICATION

In this paper the author proposed a new approach for managing the integration quality and the feedback of the user for merging entity within application consuming linked open data. Linked open data ease the publishing of large amount of structured data which enables the creation of a global data space on the web. Based on the domain specific matching dependencies the term called utility measure is used to define the quality of a data space which contains multiple linked datasets. In this paper the author presented a utility driven approach for identifying identity resolutions links from users. The contribution towards the paper is as follows,

1) Leveraging matching dependencies for consolidation of entities in application consuming linked data
2) A strategy for ranking identity resolution links based on approximated usage of expected user feedback.
3) Experimented evaluation of the proposed approach on real world and synthetic datasets.

The authors proposes (VIP-rules) ranks uncertain identity resolution links according to the potential benefits to the dataspace. The authors also put forth his future work towards extending the proposed approach with other types of data quality constraints like comparable and order dependencies.

The authors said that there are many recent technologies and algorithms towards preservation of data mining. One of the methods is K-anonymity which should have at least k-1 tuple. Another major concern about releasing the data is that the background knowledge will make the data unsafe. The author also designed the algorithm with low information loss. Gathering the information is a big task for the organizations to focus on such things. Different algorithms like decision tree, nearest neighbor method etc. are used for the limitation of knowledge discovery. In the recent years, the anonymization algorithm has been popularly known to all and the anonymization techniques are Generalization and Bucketization. The generalization is a principle which provides security and also increases the level of protection will inversely decrease the utilization level of this algorithm where the datum is stored in a common name. The attributes in the records can be split. Firstly, identifier which is used to uniquely identify the attributes like name, security number etc. Secondly, the sensitive attributes like phone number, zip code etc are been generalized. If this is been identified by the intruder then it will result in physical and emotional problems. Thirdly, Quasi Identifier (QI) is an identifier, when this data is been released, the possibility of getting the original data is high. Some of the encryption and decryption techniques with keys can be used to prevent the data. The disclosure of data to a certain level is not a problem but beyond the boundary level will leads to proximity breach.

The Cross – attribute correlation by FFD’s can also bring vulnerability. No existing algorithms have prevented against FFD based privacy attacks. The author formalize the FFD privacy attack and also define the privacy model (d, l) inference to combat the FD based attacks. Record linkage problem is also taken into account which can combine the quasi – identifiers with the information obtained from diverse external sources to re- identity the individual in released data. Against the record linkage problem an earliest principle k – anonymity in which each record is indistinguishable from at least k-1 from other records with respect to their QI and another improved principle. The algorithm ‘l-diversity’ is proposed but it also has some sensitive data. The Generalization is used to achieve both k-anonymity and l-diversity into groups. For the tuples in the same group their QI values are generalized to be identical so that they are indistinguishable to each other with regards to the QI values. These two principle k-anonymity and l-diversity have witnessed the proposals like t-closeness, (l, k) safety all these principles have also addressed this adversary knowledge by no one of them has considered the FFD. bThe author’s have studied the problems of privacy
publishing the microdata with FFD presenting with FFD as adversarial knowing. They defined FFD. Based on the impact of FFDs to privacy we distinguish “safe” FFDs that cannot able any FFD – based attack from the “unsafe” ones that can. Second, (d,l) – inference model to defend against the FFD - based attack.

Thirdly, three novel grouping strategies to group sensitive values are explained. For each strategy, they analyze the amount of information loss by tuple suppression. Fourth, the study of the impact of multiple un-safe FFDs to anonymization is defined. We define efficient anonymization algorithms for multiple un-safe FFDs and measure both time performance and information loss of anonymization algorithm empirically. Lastly they have defined them by an expensive set of experiments; their results show that the anonymization of the microdata with low information loss is found when FFDs are available. The author also extended their work as follows by only considering numerical data, extended to cover categorical data and re-model their privacy frame work accordingly. Intersection grouping (IG) strategy will produce large amount of information loss which partition the sensitive values into groups that intersect in a chain. So, they proposed two strategy disjoint grouping (DG) which partitions the sensitive values into groups that not overlap and containment grouping (CG) which partition the sensitive values into groups that follow a strict containment relationship. Only they considered here about the single FFD.

They elaborate the reasoning to multiple FFDs and analyzed that some FFDs can be an representative of others. By this knowledge, they developed an anonymization algorithm for multiple unsafe FFDs and measure both the performance and information loss of the anonymization on algorithm empirically. The application scenario consists of two phase’s data collection and publishing model. Firstly, in the data collection phase the data is collected by the publisher from the owner of the record. In the second phase which is publishing phase the collected data is provided to the third party service provider or the public by trusting them and with the knowledge of the data owners. In the top down approach, the set of all unique sensitive values are in unsafe FFD is found. Then we estimate the number of removed tuples, if it cannot be further divided into groups then it remains unchanged. Otherwise the values are splitted into groups because it reduces the information loss by suppression. In the bottom up approach, the sensitive attributes are split into multiple groups and will combine the splitted groups into disjoint set until the sets cannot be merged further with the help of IG, DG, and CG. Both the approaches should satisfy the (d, l) inference. In this paper the author studied about the privacy publishing of data that contains FFD and also formally defined the privacy model (d, l)-inference to prevent the disclosure that caused by FFDs .Finally they developed an adequate algorithm to anonymize the data with low information loss.

Protecting the macro data and micro data against unauthorized access has been a long goal of the database security. Several techniques and mechanisms are combined to serve this problem. The author’s dealt with the problem of limiting disclosure sensitive rules by hiding some frequent item sets which frequently enough and finding them is the initial step towards association / correction rule or sequential patter mining. The high sensitive data’s are the identified by the low sensitive data called “influence problem”. Their problem is to reduce support of the rules in the given threshold and is referred as sanitization. In this paper the author explained and proved that identifying an optimal sanitization of the database is NP-hard. To overcome this problem Heuristic approach is used which sorts the item set based on their support and then tries to hide all of them in one-by-one fashion. In order to calculate the efficiency of the heuristic on another algorithm called cyclic algorithm is developed which also needs the item set to be hidden.

The author(s) has proposed a proposal which converts the original data sets into some unreal data sets such that any original data set is net able to reconstruct an unauthorized parts were steal some unauthorized parts were steal some portion of unrealized datasets, so there will be low probability of finding or relating with the original data. In this work the feature of new privacy preserving approach with ID3 (Iterative dichotomister 3) which selects the test attribute based on the details obtained by the test outcome of decision tree algorithm. This ID3 will support only for discrete valued attributes. To support for continuous valued attributes C5.0 algorithm which splits the info based on the field which provides the maximum information gain.

VI. A GUIDED TOUR TO APPROXIMATE USING MATCHING

In this paper the author describes the problem of string matching issues. This is the very important issues in the growing area such as information retrieval and computational biology. In this paper number of experiments are presented for computing the different algorithms.
The string matching allowing errors also called as approximate string matching. The main goal of that is to performing the string matching in a text where both of them are corrupted.

The problem is finding the position of the text and allowing the limited numbers of errors in the matches. There are different errors are occur in the different applications.

In this survey the author presents the approximate string matching and focus on online searching. These will explaining the problem and its relevance, its statistical behaviour, history and current development and the central idea of the algorithm and complexity.

The problem depends upon the types of errors and the solution range from linear time to NP-Complete. In first references we focus on the problem appeared in a number of various field those time we mainly focus on the problem of computational biology, signal processing and text retrieval.

The ‘N’ number of applications for matching string is increases every day. So finding solution to the most problem based on the approximate matching string for instances hand writing recognition, Intrusion detection and virus, Image compression, data mining, optical character recognition, file comparison and screen updating, to name a few.

To understand all the application development necessarily need the important concept for that. So the basic knowledge on design and analysis of data structure and algorithm, basic text algorithm and formal languages. In this paper the dynamic programming algorithm is the first algorithm to solve this problem. It was rediscovered in the past, in different areas, this algorithm computed the edit distance and it was latterly converted into a search algorithm. This is not well efficient, it is the flexible one to adopt the different distance function.

The next one is algorithm based on automate. This is also the old area this is the best worst case time algorithm and there is a time and space exponential on M and K.

The third one is Bit Parallelism algorithm based on parallelism of the computers when it works on bits. This is a new and active area. The main idea is parallelize the other algorithm using bits. So the outcome of this is practical point of view. It will works very efficiently. In this algorithm first find the element which is belonging to the other sections. The parallelism the work of the non-deterministic automation that solves the problem and parallelize the work of the dynamic programming metric these two trends are used in that algorithm.

The fourth algorithm is filtering algorithm is simply fresh and very active. This algorithm filter the text, very fastly discard the unmatch text area. In this paper the main goal is to present and explain the idea of the existing algorithm. The approximate string matching is a very active area.

VII. DIFFERENTIAL DEPENDENCIES REASONING AND DISCOVERY

In this paper the author describes the importance of the semantics like similarity and dissimilarity and declaring the dependencies among various types of data such as numerical or text values. The author propose novel differential dependencies which specifies the constraints on difference called differential functions.

In this paper first address the several issues of differential dependencies including subsumption order relation of differential function, implication of dds, closure of a differential function, a sound and complete inference system and minimal cover for dds after that investigate a practical problem because of the hardness. We develop the discovery efficiency. Finally these demonstration to discover the effectiveness of dds in several application.

VIII. EFFICIENT CLUSTERING OF HIGH DIMENSIONAL DATA SETS WITH APPLICATION TO REFERENCE MATCHING

In this paper the author describes the problem involves clustering large datasets. It is computationally very expensive. The techniques for clustering when the database sets has either

- A limited number of clusters
- A low features dimensionality
- A small number of data points
In this paper the author presents the new techniques for clustering the large high dimensional data sets. The basic idea using a cheap, approximate distance measures are divide the data into subsets we call canopies. The canopies are used to solve the large clustering problem impossible become practical, using this canopies the output will be more accuracy. This will used in the many domains and uses the various techniques greedy agglomerative clustering, K-means etc... This will reduce the computational time.

Unsupervised clustering applied to many several important problems. The basic idea for performing the cluster in two ways. First divide the data into subsets called canopies, the expensive distance measurements are made among points that will occur in a normal canopy. Using cruder similarity measures to fastly form the canopies and then using the similarity measures to form smaller cluster So high speed and precision are obtained. In future work we are running this algorithm on the full set and expect to reduced the computation of five order of magnitude.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper detailed about various methods prevailing in literature for efficient discovery of matching dependencies. The concept of matching dependencies (MDs) has recently been proposed for specifying matching rules for object identification. Similar to the functional dependencies (with conditions), MDs can also be applied to various data quality applications such as detecting the violations of integrity constraints. The problem of discovering similarity constraints for matching dependencies from a given database instance is taken into consideration. This survey would promote a lot of research in the area of information mining.
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